
	 	

Codiceicona identifies and gives new life to design objects, designed by the best Italian 
masters of the twentieth century, through the acquisition of publishing rights and the 
enhancement of know-how, in respect of each original project.

The Designers represented are:
Luciano Baldessari / Franco Albini / Joe Colombo / Francesco Trabucco, Marcello Vecchi / 
Corsini & Wiskemann / Giancarlo Piretti / Giuseppe Cormio / Shigeaki Asahara / 
Alessandro Mendini / De Pas, D'Urbino, Lomazzi / Walter De Silva / Roberto Fiorato / Cini 
Boeri.

Codiceicona is an Italian cultural brand and is a Benefit Company that operates on the 
basis of rigorous sustainability criteria, in guaranteeing transparency, integrity and respect 
for the people and communities in which it operates, promoting culture, innovation and 
research by devising transversal projects in support of the circuit of Made in Italy arts and 
creativity.

Once the "icons" have been identified according to codes of sensitivity and shared values, 
the production process of the chosen objects is carried out entirely in Italy through the 
hands of craftsmen with talents and affinity with the work group made up of designers, 
architects, specialized consultants, storytellers, art directors, teachers, design experts.

In Codiceicona art and design converge in the re-edition of unique and numbered pieces, 
which become an articulated narrative made up of people, materials, documents, 
processes, the pursuit of excellence, collaborations and stories.

15 are the re-edited and currently available products; new ongoing studies will enrich the 
Codiceicona 2023 collection with new products and designers.

- LUMINATOR BARCELLONA 1929 (floor lamp) - Luciano Baldessari
- BADANO 1954 (table) - Franco Albini
- CARRELLO MUSICA 1968 (vinyl cabinet) - Joe Colombo
- BLITZ 1969 (table lamp) - Francesco Trabucco, Marcello Vecchi
- SPINNAKER 1969 (table lamp) - Corsini & Wiskemann
- PLIA 1969-2019, LIMITED EDITION (folding chair) - Giancarlo Piretti
- LUCETTA 1974 (table lamp) - Cini Boeri
- BUGIA 1975 (table lamp) - Giuseppe Cormio
- ZIGGURAT 1981 (table lamp and floor lamp) - Shigeaki Asahara
- PALOMAR 1984 (floor lamp) - Shigeaki Asahara
- LAMPADA DI MILO 1988 (floor lamp) - Alessandro Mendini
- OCTOPUS 1990 (coat hanger) - De Pas, D'Urbino, Lomazzi
- CON-TATTO (table) - Walter De Silva
- MIR (chandelier) - Roberto Fiorato

    



	 	

- MISURA (table lamp) - Shigeaki Asahara
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